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Thekkady is a sound tourist destinations hunted by many of the adventure site seekers. It is
benchmarked for its stimulating wildlife thrill. The place is loved and fan by most of the nature lover
and adventure gratification seekers. The famous Periyar Wildlife sanctuary is perfectly located in
this striking spot of Thekkady. Thus it is the dream destinations of every Indians and other
foreigners to eye witness the most popular wildlife preserved abode of Kerala. There are aware
stipulate hotel and resorts meant for stimulant and cozy stay which has now become attracted by
many tourists from all over the world.

The top dazzling attractions of Thekkady are highlighted below:

Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary

It is the most magnetizing tourist attraction of Kerala love by most of the tourist. This unspoiled
wildlife abode is perfectly located by the river Periyar spreading the total area of about 777 sq km. 
This famous Sanctuary was declared a Tiger Reserve in the year 1978. The sanctuary holds about
1965 flowering plants with 171 species of grass and 143 orchid species of the country. Being widely
visited by most of the tourist different types rating with varies prices of available. So almost half of
the Resorts in Thekkday are sprawling with excellent amenities are found in it.

Lake

The lake of Thekkady is one of the attractive and alluring unique attractions of this famous
destination. It is a beautiful artificial lake formed by the Mullaperiyar Dam which is set across the
Periyar River and is one of the amazing lakes of Thekkady. In the middle of the lake there is a
wonderful palace situated in it from which you can have the glimpse of the wild species of Sanctuary
roaming and enjoying their life. There are also many interesting Hotels in Thekkady found in this
small island like land where many of the tourists rushed for tiger watching. They not only provide
excellent site for enjoying animal watching but also offers some of the best sea food desserts from
the lake itself. It is fun filled enjoyable sites do not miss them out in your tours. This fascinating site
can also be relish with houseboat cruise.

Watch tower

It is also one of the important tourists worth visiting spots of Thekkady. This famous tower is located
within the park and appears dramatically beautiful. It is also commonly visited by most of the tourist
visiting in Kerala for its wondrous attractions.

Kumily

It is a small picturesque town of tea plantation set close to the Thekkady and is loved by most of the
tourist. It is one of the famous sites for taking break in tours where important shopping centers and
spice trade centers are located. There are best inns for accommodations are also which are quite
cheap and cozy to stay.

Thekkady is quite alert in its services for the tourist to accommodate in the best and comfortable
manner. Excellent sea foods, traditional foods and other excitements like ayurvedic treatment, body
massages and other facilities are provided. Experience it and you will simple love its hospitality and
amenities rendered in it which are inexpressible by words. Thus Kerala is loved by most of the
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tourist and has given many romantic idioms and phrases expressing its Excellency and comfortable
tour travel.
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